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WHY CAD?
How O&P practices are using computer-aided design
to improve care and surmount business challenges

A

s baby boomers age and lifespans
lengthen, orthotic and prosthetic
practices are expected to face rising
patient demand.1 Meanwhile, the health care
industry as a whole is increasingly focused
on value through improved outcomes and lower
costs, and news reports about cutting-edge new
devices have made patient expectations higher
than ever. Payers want documentation that care
is needed, and professionals must spend more
time meeting those demands, leaving fewer hours
for serving patients and building their businesses.
These combined forces mean O&P practices must
do more with less, and they must simultaneously
deliver better results.

Shape-capture technology and computer-aided
design offer a solution to the challenges of modern
O&P fitting and fabrication. This technology relies
on the clinical knowledge of O&P professionals
while reducing the element of human error as well
as substantially cutting the time investment required
to obtain optimal results. The experience of
practices that have adopted these tools shows how
technology can support O&P teams, allowing them
to deliver great patient experiences and outcomes
while building a more sustainable business.

CAD FOR OPTIMAL PATIENT CARE
Even the most proficient O&P professionals know
hand measurements can vary between clinicians,
and even the same clinician might get slightly
different measurements at different times
based on how the measuring tape is positioned.
Shape-capture technology involves use
of a handheld scanner to obtain anatomical
measurements in a more systematic and
reproducible way.

As practices consider ways to build efficiency
without compromising care, some have taken
a hard look at the time-consuming, messy and
sometimes inexact process of plaster casting.
Although this is a true art form, practitioners
know that from taking measurements to model
modification, it can be problematic.
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Plus, the precision for capturing anatomical
topography, particularly useful for custom liners,
is unparalleled, says Mark Miller, CPO, owner
of Miller Prosthetics & Orthotics in Parkersburg,
West Virginia and Belpre, Ohio. “Some of the detail
you can capture in the residual limb, you just
cannot duplicate it with plaster,” Miller says.

THE COSTBENEFIT
CALCULATION

Scanners transmit data to CAD software,
which allows clinicians to make the modifications
they would make when working with plaster but
without the mess and time investment and with
far greater precision. Consider a global reduction,
which requires the painstaking, physically taxing
process of shaving off plaster and a 15- or 20-minute
time investment. With CAD, Miller says the process
is nearly instantaneous and the reduction is exact.
Like all modifications, it’s also reversible, eliminating
one of the primary headaches of plaster casting.
James Goff Jr., CP, of Prosthetic Solutions of Indiana
says his practice invested in CAD nearly six years
ago because he believes the resulting socket fit
is better for the patient. The patient experience
is another reason practices turn to CAD.
Without the need for plaster, clinical visits are
faster, cleaner, more comfortable and sometimes
even more enjoyable for patients. Miller says his
patients are frequently interested in and impressed
as they watch their anatomy take shape on the
screen. As practices serve younger people who
were raised around digital technology, they will find
patients increasingly expect this type of experience.

When do practices achieve
ROI? It depends on numerous
factors, including:
■■

■■

In addition to benefiting from the precision
and accuracy of CAD, patients also benefit from
faster turnaround times and easier re-creation
or modification of sockets or liners from past fittings
because all specifications are retained in digital form.
The portability of scanners also allows practices
to provide care in remote or inconvenient settings
where it might not otherwise be available, as Goff
has done on mission trips in Sierra Leone. Scans
can be transmitted from anywhere for modification,
then the device can be ordered and shipped.

■■

■■

Although shape-capture technology and CAD
eliminate many of the accuracy and reproducibility
challenges of plaster, the technology is not
a replacement for clinical expertise. It’s the
knowledge and experience of O&P practitioners
that determine how CAD is used and optimized.
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 hich anatomies are handled with
W
CAD? The proportion of higherdollar procedures will influence ROI.
 he extent to which patient volume
T
increases under CAD. James Goff Jr.,
CP, estimates practices will easily
see a 10-fold patient volume increase.
 he extent to which patient
T
documentation is streamlined.
The more time saved on paperwork,
the more time clinicians can spend
on what they do best.
 he hardware package.
T
Scanning technology price
points vary, and some practices
find it beneficial to purchase
an on-site carver. These decisions
will determine the initial
investment required.

CAD FOR OPTIMAL
BUSINESS OUTCOMES

and transmit data. Goff says digital files allow
clinics to access that data — including before-andafter measurements and images that demonstrate
anatomical changes — with a simple mouse click,
streamlining the process while adding objectivity
to documentation.

Although Goff’s goal for CAD was better patient
outcomes, he’s been pleasantly surprised to see
the business benefit as well. Similarly, Miller and
Nick Gambill, director of fabrication at Amputee
Associates in Nashville, Tennessee, have also
seen improvements in efficiency and other
business metrics.

O&P businesses also benefit from digital archiving
of CAD files. Gambill, who oversees fabrication
for eight clinics, knows all too well the logistical
challenges of storing molds for future use.
For many practices, saving molds onsite is
impractical at best, yet disposal of molds means
patients who return for a new socket to replace
a good-fitting but damaged device must start over.
Practitioners like Miller and Goff who have CAD files
at their fingertips can simply access the original file,
modify as needed and order the new device.
When fabrication facilities such as Gambill’s
convert to CAD, far less space is needed, and digital
archiving provides a rapid and easy way of storing
and accessing measurements.

Goff, whose practice uses CAD in about 75%
of cases, estimates his team can handle about
10 times the patient volume it would if using only
manual casting. That’s because patient visits require
less time — processes that once took an hour can
be accomplished in 10 minutes — modifications
are streamlined, and device revisions are more
easily accommodated. As a result, clinicians have
more time for more patients, and patients get
the devices they need sooner.
Goff says CAD also reduces the time needed
to handle increasingly burdensome requests
for documentation – a need clinic leaders expect
will become more pressing. As payers push back
on covering devices and require demonstration
of medical necessity, practitioners must take time
away from patient care to collect, format

CAD empowers practices to meet the needs
of today’s O&P landscape and do more with less.
This capability plus the capacity to exceed rising
patient expectations for technology, efficiency
and comfort means practices that integrate CAD will

WHICH SCANNING TECHNOLOGY IS RIGHT FOR YOUR PRACTICE?

P

ractices looking to invest in CAD must currently
decide between structured white light
technology and Structure Sensor technology,
which utilizes infrared light. Practices see success

ACCURACY

COST

with both, and some recommend starting with the
Structure Sensor scanner while getting comfortable
with CAD, then upgrading to the higher-accuracy white
light scanner.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Suitable for more clinical applications;
3D Scanning
Technology

White light

+/-0.5 mm

Higher

Cranial, AFO, lower-

reduced dependency for backup

extremity prosthetics

or verification measurements, supports
electronic anatomical landmarks
Verification of measurements by hand

Structure
Sensor
Technology

Infrared light

+/-4 mm

Lower

Lower-extremity

is strongly recommended; best suited for

prosthetics

applications with less complex shape types
and increased soft tissue vs. bony anatomy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR IMPLEMENTING CAD

have a competitive edge over their counterparts
that continue to use plaster. “I always like to use
the term work smarter, not harder,” Gambill says.
“With regard to doing more with less, [CAD is]
a no-brainer.”

Practitioners may feel overwhelmed
by integrating this new tool into their
practice, but CAD can be adopted
in phases. It’s a good idea to choose
one clinical application to learn
before moving to other applications.

As new generations of O&P practitioners enter
the workforce, clinic leaders must also consider
the expectations of their teams. Applicants
who have used computers all their lives expect
businesses to leverage technology where possible
for optimal experience and efficiency.2 They
recognize what experienced CAD users know:
CAD is a tool that does not replace the artistry
and experience involved with O&P care, yet its
features enhance clinicians’ ability to meet patient
needs while running a healthy business.

Practices with multiple clinicians
may want to consider allowing team
members to develop different clinical
competencies and learn from one
another before rolling out CAD for
all applications.

BUILDING A MORE
SUSTAINABLE PRACTICE
The challenges faced by O&P practices are not
going away. If anything, they are likely to become
more pressing. Practices that implement shapecapture technology and CAD will realize the
benefits of a tool for improving patient care and
experience far better outcomes and a competitive
edge. Meanwhile, practice leaders will see lower
costs, be better prepared to meet payer demands,
add efficiency and build a stronger business
to weather existing and future challenges.
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Practices that implement
shape-capture technology
and CAD will realize the
benefits of a tool for improving
patient care and experience
far better outcomes and
a competitive edge.

ABOUT WILLOWWOOD
WillowWood, located in Mt. Sterling, Ohio,
is an industry leader in the design, manufacturing,
and distribution of prosthetic products, including
the Alpha® family of liners, the WillowWood One®
System, and the OMEGA® CAD system. For more
information about WillowWood and its products,
please call 1.800.848.4930 or visit
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the company’s website at
www.willowwoodco.com.

